STAY CALM AND KICKSTART YOUR HOLIDAY AT THE CONNAUGHT

The Connaught announces ultimate stress-free “The Night Before” sleepover
to eliminate pre-holiday travel tension
The Connaught in Mayfair, known for its legendary five star Butler service, has launched ‘The Night Before’ the
ultimate pre-holiday sleepover to ensure early rising globe-trotters experience the smoothest, stress-free start to
their holiday. ‘The Night Before’ carefully thought out series of rituals turns the dreaded early morning flight call
into a joyous holiday start.

The Connaught takes charge from the moment guests are collected from their homes by chauffeur driven car
armed with the essential 10 point travel check list; passport...check, sun-cream...check, iron off...check.

Arriving at the hotel, guests are met by their butler who whisks their suitcases away to be pressed and repacked
using secret Connaught techniques honed over the years, ensuring the wardrobe arrives spick and span ready for
the beach club – no travel irons necessary. Guests are then escorted to the legendary temple of relaxation, the
Aman Spa, deep in the heart of The Connaught where a series of treatments and rituals ensures the stress of
travelling is gently massaged away allowing them to return to their rooms for a light evening supper and early
turn down and a good night sleep.

Early next morning ensuring no flights are missed, a gentle wake-up call with soothing cup of morning tea and a
destination bound weather forecast, wakes guests who are then tucked into airport bound chauffeur car, complete
with take away breakfast and a warm farewell from The Connaught doorman. The holiday can officially
begin…Connaught style.
‘The Night Before’ includes, a one-night stay for two people, chauffeur-driven car from home to The Connaught
within a 40 miles radius, pre-travel checklist, treatments for two people at the Aman Spa, Butler to re-pack
suitcase, early morning take-away breakfast with chosen reading material and chauffeur-driven car to London
airports or railway stations.
Rates start from £1,060 per night for a Deluxe King Room (inclusive of tax). Offer is valid until May, 2017 and
must be booked two days in advance.
To book “The Night Before” please call our Reservations Team on +44 (0) 20 7107 8945 or email
reservations@the-connaught.co.uk

ABOUT THE CONNAUGHT
In the heart of London’s Mayfair, The Connaught, part of Maybourne Hotel Group, blends contemporary style,
classic English character and impeccable service to create the ultimate in sophistication. Rooms and suites to suit
every mood, exquisite cuisine from Hélène Darroze, the charm of The Connaught and Coburg Bars, and Europe’s
first Aman Spa make this the perfect place to rest, relax and dine in style.

ABOUT MAYBOURNE HOTEL GROUP
Maybourne Hotel Group owns and manages Claridge’s, the Connaught and the Berkeley, three of the world’s
most legendary five-star hotels, located in the heart of London. Maybourne Hotel Group is committed to
delivering authentic and unique guest experiences that reflect the individual nature of its hotels, its guests and its
staff whilst maintaining a timeless elegance and intuitive service style that are the hallmarks of its properties.
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